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How are all these approaches
different?
•
•
•
•

How do the approaches frame the problem?
How do the approaches direct the analysis?
What kind of information is needed for the approach?
What kind of information is generated by applying the approach?

• Robust Decision Making as benchmark
• info-gap decision analysis
• real options
• economic optimization
• No comparison with adaptation pathways yet

Waas Case
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Waas Case

Possible actions:
• Strengthening and heightening of dikes
• Room for the river
• Multi level safety
• River basin management

Uncertainties
• River runoff
• Land use
• Relationship between water levels and failure
of dikes
• Relationship between flood levels and economic
damages
• Efficacy of actions

Outcomes:
• Casualties
• Economic damage
• Costs

Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways

Haasnoot et al (2013) Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways: A New Method for Crafting Robust Decisions for a
Deeply Uncertain World. Global Environmental Change doi: 10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2012.12.006
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DAPP approach
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Scorecard for pathways

Designing Adaptation pathways
• No
•
•
•

standard design approach
Common sense / expert opinion
Participatory processes
Model based

• Curse of dimensionality
• Many uncertain factors
• Many policy options
• Multiple outcomes of interest
• Multi-objective robust optimization
Kwakkel et al (2014) Developing dynamic adaptive policy pathways: a computerassisted approach for developing adaptive strategies for a deeply uncertain world
doi: 10.1007/s10584-014-1210-4
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DAPP pathway map

Understanding the trade offs
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decision makers and stakeholders with differing expectations about the future
nonetheless reach consensus on action (Lempert et al. 2005; Groves et al. 2007; Hallegatte
et al. 2012).

RD M I ncludes an I terative Process of Stakeholder Engagement
To implement the above concepts, RDM uses sophisticated analytic tools
embedded in an explicit process of participatory stakeholder engagement (Lempert et al.
2006; Lempert et al. 2007). As shown in Figure 2.1, RDM follows an interactive series of
steps consistent with the “deliberation with analysis” decision support process
recommended by the U.S. National Research Council (2009). Deliberation with analysis
begins with the participants to a decision working together to define the policy questions
and develop the scope of the analysis to be performed. Subsequent steps involve expert
data collection, modeling, and analysis, along with deliberations based on this
information in which choices and objectives are revisited.

Robust Decision Making

Figure 2.1: I terative steps of a Robust D ecision M aking (RD M ) Analysis. This

project’s
stakeholder
workshops
contributed
directly
to Steps 1, 3, and
4. Chi Minh City
Lempert
et al (2013)
Ensuring
robust
flood risk
management
in Ho
The RDM process begins at the top of Figure 2.1 with a participatory scoping
activity in which stakeholders and decision makers define the objectives and metrics of

First iteration
• 5000 experiments
• Strong correlation between
casualties and damages
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First iteration
• 5000 experiments
• Strong correlation between
casualties and damages
Scenario discovery results
• 972 cases of interest
• Combination of W+ and any
urbanization scenario
• Clear need for action

Second iteration
• 5 policy options, out of
which dike heightening
appears to be the most
promising
• Less correlation between
damages and casualties
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Second iteration
• 5 policy options, out of
which dike heightening
appears to be the most
promising
• Less correlation between
damages and casualties
Scenario discovery
• Casualties due strong
urbanization
• Damages more difficult to
explain
• Need to expand or
complement policy

Third iteration
• 3 potential solutions with
different trade offs
• Dike heightening +
evacuation
• Dike heightening +
climate dikes
• Substantial dike
heightening
Scenario discovery
• inconclusive
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Resulting policy
• Three possible options
• Dike 1:500 + 0.5 + early evacuation
cheap, reasonable effective mainly for reducing casualties
• Dike 1:500 + 0.5 + climate dikes
very expensive, quite effective for reducing both casualties and
damages
• Dike 1:1000
modestly cheap, reasonable effective for reducing both
casualties and damages
• Preferences on outcomes will determine the final decision

Comparison
DAPP

RDM

Final plan

Final plan

• Several possible adaptation

• 3 possible static policies

pathways
• Clear understanding of trade offs

• Clear understanding of trade offs

• No motivation for design,

• Clear motivation in light of identified

optimization process is a black box

vulnerabilities

process

process

• Clear design principles for plan

• No design theory for the plan

• Alternative options for design

• Clear methodological approach for

support

design support

• Reliance on robustness metric
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Concluding remarks
•
•
•
•

Both DAPP and RDM result in effective plans
DAPP forces the analyst to consider flexibility
DAPP has less design support
RDM does not direct the analyst in any direction, it only illuminates
the vulnerabilities
• RDM enhances understanding of vulnerabilities
• Complementarity between RDM and DAPP
• Design pathways using RDM and scenario discovery
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